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• Myopia doesn’t end at the time of retirement.
Societies don’t want people to outlive the assets
that they were made to save for retirement (or
even just encouraged to save with tax provisions).

• But people have different payout preferences
– Incentive problems if too many people see forced

annuities as a “tax.”  Annuities are not obviously popular
products in voluntary markets.

– Equity problems: male coal miner in Silesia vs. grand
dame in Warsaw.



• Legacy expectations from prior system
– In Central and Eastern Europe, policy preference for

PAYG-annuity outcomes from funded component (no
losers, only winners).   These preferences include both
(a) indexing (at least to prices) and (b) unisex tables.

– In Australia, Asia, other places, tradition of lump sum
distributions is entrenched in expectations, practices.

• DC regimes that separate accumulation and
payout phases exacerbate the difficulties in
achieving inter- and intra-cohort smoothing.
– Interest rate and asset value timing risks on or about the

“retirement event.”
– Compare to “insurance-pension” DC regimes as in

Denmark.  Preconditions for this system may not be
easy to duplicate in other countries.



• Logic of compulsory savings strongly suggests
“one pool, one annuity provider.”  But:
– Is state agency, then state control of assets.  (Is this a

problem if assets are mostly indexed bonds anyway?)
– Who determines the annuity tables?  How to prevent

political interference in that process?
– How to create or award an exclusive franchise?
– Loss in capital market development without more than

one provider?



• What about “one pool, many providers”?
– Serious providers like to market varied and interesting

products; what is necessary for them to play?
– Several providers offering the same constrained product

leads to questions about how to obtain transparent and
reasonable fees, avoid selection bias.

• Annuities are not easy markets to regulate and can
lead to government bailouts if enough people are
adversely affected (or often ex ante guarantees)
– Risks of unanticipated longevity gains post-retirement.
– If government has to create indexed bonds or even

mortality linked bonds to make the mandatory annuities
feasible, is there any real “market”?



• Not new issues: Peter Diamond and others have
long argued that PAYG systems exist to deal with
imperfections in private funded annuity markets
(especially smoothing across cohorts).

• Distinction between two kinds of multipillar regimes.
Each may have different payout options.
– No explicit contributory PAYG tier and/or citizens’

pension, but top-up minimum – Chile, Australia (?).
– Explicit contributory PAYG tier and/or citizens’ pension –

Uruguay, most Western and CEE multipillar regimes.

• Distinguish between:
– Forced savings to smooth out consumption over lifecycle,

and
– Old-age insurance and poverty prevention objectives.



• Chilean option of programmed withdrawal and
minimum benefit guarantee may be a reasonable
solution after all.  (Especially with a better
designed guarantee…)
– Examples done by John Piggott and colleague.

• Require individuals at retirement to purchase
deferred annuity (old age insurance) payable at
some relatively advanced age – e.g. 70 to 75.
– Co-mingle interest rate and longevity risk across

cohorts.
– Allow choice between several annuity options and

programmed withdrawal from “first retirement age” and
later mandatory annuity age.



Expected Annuity Income  Paths ($200,000)
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Expected Total Income Paths with
Universal Pension ($200,000)
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Expected Total Income  Path with Pension
Guarantee ($200,000)
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But if there is an explicit first pillar…
• Bottom PAYG Tier – citizens’ pension, UK style

basic benefit, earnings-related with alternative
minimum -- allows policy-makers to be more
relaxed about payout choices in Funded Tier.

• Require annuities but be flexible in what products
satisfy the requirement.  Allow providers to offer
investment linked and longevity linked annuities
with different risk sharing and pricing.

• Allow programmed withdrawal (even lump sums) in
combination with deferred annuity purchase or
deferral of PAYG annuity (see next page)

• Encourage e-commerce and non-agent marketing
– central clearinghouse as in Swedish funded tier for

accumulation stage?



Use PAYG tier as deferred annuity
• Allow or even encourage retirees to stagger receipt

of funded and PAYG distributions
– PAYG annuity already exists and has all the necessary,

desirable risk sharing features of collective annuity.
• Assure actuarial neutrality if payment is delayed to some

advanced age (e.g., 70 to 75)

– Allow various forms of annuity, programmed withdrawal,
even lump sum withdrawals from funded component
before delayed PAYG annuity begins, provided:

• Delayed PAYG annuity at advanced age equals or exceeds
the society’s standard of “minimal sufficiency”

• Both spouses agree to how funded component will be used
before delayed PAYG annuity commences

• PAYG annuity is targeted on most vulnerable and less able to
adapt.  Allows funded component to be used during the “early
old” period when preferences probably most differ.


